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QUESTION: 62 

Which two statements are true regarding undo data records? (Choose two.) 


A. They are required to support Flashback features. 
B. I hey are not required if Flashback features are enabled. 
C. They are retained until the session making the changes ends. 
D. Undo records contain copies of data as it appears after a change is made.  
E. Undo records contain copies of data as it appears before a change is made. 

Answer: A, E 

QUESTION: 63 
You want to Increase the number of SQL statements that are cached in memory. Which memory 
structure size should be increased? 

A. Large pool 
B. Shared pool 
C. Buffer Cache 
D. Program Global Area 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 64 
Your database instance in running.db01 is a net service name. You issue a connection request 
using the following command: 
SQL> CONNECT scott/tiger@db01 
Which component receives the request and establishes the appropriate connection? 

A. listener 
B. user process 
C. service name  
D. server process 

Answer: A 
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QUESTION: 65 
You started up your database In the NOARCHIVELOG mode. Which are the two implications 
of this setting? (Choose two.) 

A. The database can be backed up only while it is closed. 
B. The database can be completely recovered from Instance failure 
C. The database can be backed up when the database instance is running. 
D. The database can be completely recovered from disk failure even after a log switch has 
happened and online redo logs are overwritten. 

Answer: B, C 

QUESTION: 66 

Your database is down. You log in as the user SYS and issue the following command: 

SQL>STARTUP Which stops occur and in what order as a result of executing this command?
 

A. Only the instance is started. 
B. Instance is started and then database is mounted but not opened. 
C. Instance is started, then the database is mounted and finally opened.  
D. Instance is started, then the database is opened and finally mounted. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 67 
You have some operating system scripts on one server that need to run in response to certain 
changes in data in your Oracle Database. The most efficient way to implement this with Oracle 
Database 11g would be: 

A. Write a PL/SQL routine that connects to the remote server and calls the script. 
B. Create a script on the database server to perform the remote action and that script from a 
database trigger. 
C. Modify the script on the remote server to periodically chock for these data change in your 
Oracle database. 
D. Install an Oracle Scheduler Agent on the remote server and create job to be called from 
Oracle scheduler in response to a database server event. 
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Answer: D 

QUESTION: 68 

You added the Following code in the tnsnames.ora file in the client PC:  

Sales= 

(DESCRIPTION= 

(ADDRESS= (PROTOCOL=tcp) (HOST=salesdatA. (PORT=1521)) 

(SRVICE_NAME = sales.acme)) 

Which statement is true regarding the above code with respect to creating a new connect
 
identifier? 


A. It gets created for a database, SALE, in the not work domain ACME on the SALESDATA 
server. 
B. It generates an error because the server configuration mode ¯ (¯dedicated or share  
D. is not specified. 
C. It generates an error because the conned identifier name cannot be apart of the 
SERVICE_NAME. 
D. It gets created for a database, SALESDATA, on the server SALES in the network domain 
called. 

Answer: C 
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